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Your host, the Greater NY Chapter
Correction in order
9th Division Opens Ranks
"If you served in the 9th Infantry Division in Vietnam
that u~it. association would like you to know that mem~
bershl,P IS no longer restricted to WW II veterans. For
more .m!ormation, contact: Red Phillips, 9th Division
ASSOCiatIOn, 14002 Hemlock Dr., Penna Valley CA 95946'
Tel. (916) 432-1409." "
This article is totally UNTRUE!
Any member of our association who reads the Octofoil
~nows that our members DEFEATED such proposals not
Just once but on three separate occasions; most recently
b~ an o~erwhelmingvote of two to one. It is false and
mlsleadmg for anyone to say that our association has
made such a r~dical chan~e in its bylaws. We call upon
~hose ~esponslble for thiS false notice to demand an
Immediate correction from the VFW magazine.
Mike Belmonte
Member of the Board of Governors
President, Illinois Chapter
1161 South Lombard, Oak Park, IL 60304
Springtime in the Catskills
Awaits the New York 1996 Reunion
at the Fabulous Concord Resort Hotel
Tuesday - Friday June 4 - 7, 1996
. The lush, green Catskill Mountains, ~.-olne (}f slumbering
Rip Van Winkle, will soon have a coverlet of snow during.
the coming winter months ... but comes spring! the snow
will have melted and Rip Van Winkle will be rocked out of
his 20-years' sleep by the tumultuous gathering of the
"Old Reliables," their ladies, and guests, at the 9th
Infantry Division Association 51st Annual Reunion at the
Concord Resort Hotel on beautiful Kiamesha Lake, New
York.
While Rip still sleeps the NY Chapter convention com-
mittee and the Concord staff are wide awake ironing out
the myriad of details to make our reunion most memo-
rable - with outstanding accommodations, dining, activi-
ties and entertainment. Remember, there are no strip
ticket charges: the inclusive price covers three meals
daily, with delicious choices of fare, and special diets -
in our own dining room. Look over the accompanying
particulars and send your reservations directly to the
Concord Resort Hotel. (The NY Chapter will not handle
reservations and IIlonies:j------ - ------- --------- ---------
Rip m~y still be hibernating for the winter, but you
should act to get your reservations in now - so you
don't forget - and lose sleep over it later!
The Free Amenities Include:
* Different all-star variety show nightly * Never a cover
or minimum * Late night lounge shows * Discotheque
music * Little Club for late dancing * Health and Fitness
Center * Indoor swimming pool * Shopping Arcade *
Valet car parking * Handball, Paddleball * Shuttle bus to
Apollo Shopping Mall * FREE golf on Challenger Course.
In Addition:
After dinner on Tuesday, June 4, there will be a one-
hour Welcome Party with beer, soda, pretzels and chips.
An open cash bar will be available.
And
We will also have a private complimentary cocktail
party.






When I was with K
Company, 47th Regiment, I
had four months of very
exciting experiences in the
final phases of the Battle of
France, the Battle of the
Bulge and the Battle of the
Rhineland. After 50 days of
fighting with a few days off
at Vervier, Belgium, for Rest
and Recreation and de-lous-
ing I found myself back on
the front lines. Eventually,
with the excitement of the
Battle of the Bulge and a
month of the Battle of the
Rhineland, I was wounded
by German mortar shrapnel.
It was the end of my 120
days in combat.
Did Not Realize
I did not realize that I had
been very extensively woun-
ded until I got to the hospi-
tal, and they were cutting
my clothes off. Lo and
behold, I had 55 holes in me.
This struck me as amazing,
because I did not feel I was
that severely wounded.
Somewhere through the
back of my head it flashed
that - my God, I could have
55 purple hearts! For some
reason, this same idea never
crossed the minds of the
military authoritieS':~They
gave me two purple hearts).
Eventually I was recov-
ered, after spending a year
in various U.S. Army military
hospitals. Most of my holes
had healed quite well. There
-- were-OOVlOus-sc-ars on my--
left arm and in my left side.
Walked On Water
The years passed, and my
wife and I made a trip to
Israel/Palestine. As we trav-
eled around with our bus
crew we eventually came to
Capernaum. This is the
place where Jesus walked
on the water. I thought back
to my military experience,
and realized that I had a
hole in my side similar to .
Jesus, where the German
soldiers had shot me. So I
decided I would take a brief
trip down to the Sea of
Galilee, since it was only a
few yards away, and see
how I made out on walking
on the water. As I waded in, I
realized that my feet were
getting wet. I hopefully took
a fair number of steps in,
and to my amazement, I
sank! Well, it was a good try,
and I knew that despite this
failure in walking on the
water, I was "holier than
thou" (even though I turned
out, since I could not walk
on water, to be not holy at
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Article II, Section 5 of the Bylaws
Ninth Infantry Division Associatio~
I, Henry G. ("Red") Phillips, propose to insert the fol-
lowing underscored words between "May 7, 1945" and
"and served honorably in the Ninth Infantry Division:"
"and durinll the officially established camoaillns of the
Vietnam War. "
The purpose of this amendment is to increase Assoc-
iation membership by permitting veterans of our Division
from the Vietnam War to join us. This serves notice that
we will once again be voting on this issue at the Reunion
next year.
.It. i~n't hard f?r ~e to understand why the 9th Infantry
DIvIsIOn AssociatIOn should open its doors to younger
members, particularly those who wore the Octofoil in
Harm's Way, albeit in a stranger climate and reason for
warring than we experienced in WW II. I see it as neces-
sary in order to keep going as an organization. But one
might ask, why is that so important? What does the
Association do for us that makes it worth our taking the
trouble to change?"
, I think th~t my primary interest is shared by many oth-
ers. The arnval of The Octofoil in the mailbox is a remind-
er that in our lifetimes we participated in something of
great, transcending national importance. This feeling of
satisfaction is reinforced when we meet comrades in that
endeavor and so we go to reunions in order to see and
talk with large numbers of them.
I've written books about the 9th's battles to make sure
that strangers know about what we did. Others paste
Octofoil decals on their cars for the same reason, or join
larger veterans organizations like the Legion or VFW so
they can do this frequently in comfort. When a new book
on "our war" comes out we go first to the index to see
what mention there is of the9th,and curse the author
who leaves something out. We smile when the Octofoil-
emblazoned Forrest Gump gallops across the silvery
screen. Conversely, we grouse among ourselves that our
wartime leaders were not particularly interested in the
9th being recognized for what it was, at least not in the
_ _ way that those who led Jhe Big Re~_QLthe 82nd
Airborne went after the glory. We came up short then in
the publicity department and ever since it has made the
job of getting strangers informed about the 9th and its
accomplishments that much tougher for all of us. .
So, does it mean that because two generations wore
,the same bit of canvas and colored thread on their
sleeves, they'll have enough in common to talk about?
Much evidence suggests they will.
Emotionally as a people we've come full circle on that
war in Southeast Asia where so many of our sons were
caught up. For the most part, those of our age observed
th~t war f~o~ !he sidelines and we were severely critical
of ItS ambigUIties and mysteries. Since, we've come from
ambivalen~e or even rejection to general acceptance, at
least, that It happened, that it was a major event and we
ought to know more about why or how it occurred.
Wh~tever else you may feel about Robert McNamara
and. hl~ recent revelations, he has to be credited with
remmdmg us of what was generally ignored then and has
bee~ convenien!ly forgotten by many ever since, that is,
behmd e~erythmg else was concern for the Big Soviet
Bomb. ThiS was never anything that our top honchos in
wyv, 1.1 had to worry about. More often than not, in our
cntlcl.sm o~ how Vietnam was played, we tend to brush
off t?IS major consideration. And this is why, today we
contmue to ponder that war and all its implications at
every ~e~el. It's good fo~ all of us to know these thi~gs
and thiS IS what.we h~ve m common with our offspring.
So, from my vlewpomt I look forward to socialiZing with
9th v.eterans of Vietnam. We old fuds can still profit by
le~rnmg more about that "Big show" of their lives. I was
gomg to say "y~>ung lives" but, amaZingly, most of these
guys are crowdmg 50 today and they have learned a thing
or two ~lon.g the w~y. You wouldn't hesitate to listen to a
~ewt GI.ngnch who s about that vintage, or to take finan-
Cial adVice from someone of that age, or let a guy like that
pok~ ar~und your prostate. I guess we can say that
th~y re -fIt company for a serious discussion of field
ratIOns ~hen and in their time, weapons and other para-
phrenaha of w~r, or.even national purpose and strategy.
An~ther pomt: given the standard 12-month tour of
duty m Vietnam, it is frequently claimed that the total
combat ~ervice of one of their generation hardly com-
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Rates are per person, for three nights, based on double occu-
pancy in each room from after lunch On Tuesday to after lunch
on Friday, and include 3 meals daily.
(Single occupancy ... 50% more than Double Occupancy rate)
Daily rate for third or fourth person in same room with two
adults:
Will arrive on Will depart on _
City State. Zip Phone _
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THE 9th INFANTRY DIVISION ASSOCIATION
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Bill Mooty - In memory of
Frank Petty, Co E. 47th Inf.
Aldor Cook - In memory
of John Lewis, C Co. 9th
Med. Bn.
Chalmus Cochrane - In
memory of John Lewis.
Sabatino Agostinelli - In
memory of John Lewis.
Frank Kowalik - In memo-
ry of John Lewis.
Marion Cook - In memory
of husband Lester "L.V.
Cook, Servo Co. 60th Inf.
Edward Little
George Durfey
Tip of the Hat
The Memorial Fund was
enriched by the generosity of
these "Old Reliables" who
remembered. Many thanks.
Jospeh Horvatis In
memory of Fr. De Laura.
Emil Langer - In memory
of Co. Milo Moucha
George Pedrick - In mem-
ory of Joseph Meyer Hq. Co.
2nd Bn. 39th.
Louise Weber - In memo-
ry of Leon Weber and
Joseph Fenerty, Hq. Co. 39th
Inf.
AnonYmOUs - In memory
of Joseph P. Meyer, Hq. Co.
39th Inf.
From the Men of M Co.
60th Inf. - In memory of







































Highland Pk. II 60035
Pat DeColli, 2nd V.P.
1017 Jackson St.
Phila, PA 18148
Vincent Guglielmino, 1st V.P.
114 Charles Street










Published five times yearly. May, June, July - Aug. Sept. Oct. - Nov.
Dec. - Jan. Feb. - Mar, April by and for the members of the Ninth
Infantry Division Association. News items, feature stories, pho-
tographs and art material from members will be appreciated. Every
effort will be made to return photographs and art work in good condi-
tion.
An extract from the certificate of incorporation of the 9th Infantry
Division Association read: "This Association is formed by the officers
and men of the 9th Infantry Division in order to perpetuate the mem-
ory of our fallen comrades, to preserve the esprit de corps of the
Division, to assist in promoting an everlasting world peace exclusive-
ly by means of educational activities and to serve as an information
bureau to former members of the 9th Infantry Division.
Copy must be received on or before the 15th of each month to
guaranteepttbHcation of theOOth.
Second-Class Postage paid at Union City, N.J. 07087, and additional
offices.






Penn Valley, CA 95946
Dan Quinn, National Secretary, 9th Infantry Division Assn. 412
Gregory Ave., Weehawken, New Jersey 07087
Samuel Robinson - In
memory of Ernie Dyke, B-
Btry. 84th F.A.
Adult over 18 is 80% of the Double Occupancy rates quoted
above.
Enclosed please find dues for:
NaJIle SeriaI No .
Henry Santos - In memo-
ry of Glenn Rich, Abtry, 60th
F.A.
One Night Stay (subject to availability)... $20.00 above daily rate.
Names of additional persons and ages: Total of persons _
Street Address .
I was a member of:
Battery Company Regiment 9th Div .
I wish to sign up for the following:
Mrs. John Robinson - In
memory of John Lewis, C Co.
9th Med. Bn.
Robert D. Moore - In
memory of Nino Cecchini,
47th Inf. B. Co.
9th Infantry Division Association 51st Annual
Convention
Tuesday - Friday, June 4 - 7, 1996
• Gratuities and taxes are included in your rate.
Name _
Sustaining Member .
A deposit of $50 per person is required to confirm your
reservation by May 1, 1996. Refunds will be made only if
the Hotel reservations department receives, in writing,
cancellation at least one week prior to arrival date given.
Deposits are applicable to given arrival night only. Late
day arrivals without notifying reservations department of
revision in advance will forfeit first night's deposit and
accommodations are subject to availability.
Make checks payable to Concord Resort Hotel and mail
to Convention Reservations, Kiamesha Lake, New York
12751.
The hotel will honor the same daily room rate to our
group for anyone wishing to arrive three days before or
remain three days after the Reunion, subject to availabili-
ty.
For further reservation information telephone hotel
toll-free: 1-800-431-3850. Be sure to state that you are with
the 9th Inf. Div. Reunion Group.
~ ~,," ~
Deadline for next Issue of the Octofoil
Dec. 20th
Richard McGrath - In
memory of Tony Madonna, B
Co. 15th Engrs.
Andrew Kopach - In
memory of John Lewis, C Co.
9th Medics.
Ernie Micka - In memory
of Tony Madonna and Al -
B Co. 15trh Engrs. Buddies
Richard McGrath - In
memory of all 15th Engrs.
who gave their lives in WW
II.
John Compel - In memo-
ry of Jay Dennison, 60th Inf.
Anita Russo - In memory
of husband Frank, 39th Inf.
Zip _City ~ State _
Regular Member per year $10.000
Donation Memorial Scholarship Fund O
THREE-YEAR MEMBER $25.000
Ufe Membership $75.000
Ladies Auxiliary Member $ 2.000
Decals 50-each
Please credit the following chapter:
Philly-Delaware Valley 0 Greater New York 0
Illinois 0 Washington, D.C. 0
New England 0 Michigan 0
Florida ~.New Jersey 0
Texas Gr S'outh West Q California Chapter Q
Ladies Auxiliary
Ninth Infantry Division Association
Membership Application
Carol Saunders, ~re~rer, ladieS Auxiliary
P.O. Box 1584, Greenfield, Tn 37744





My spouse (Brother or relative)
Continued from Page 1 _
Proposal to Amend Membership
Qualifications
Well, of course, such a case
assum:s that our"guy went the whole nine yards, was one
~f the Iron Men. But did he? No one knows for sure but
I d bet that today's typical Association member had less
than a year under fire. He came in as a replacement in
Norman~y and survived VE Day, eleven months tODS!
The 9th in Vietnam put fn eight campaigns, the same as
we did in the ETO. It had 985 days there, and its members
earned nine Medals of Honor. While there's no way to
compare the amounts of blood spilled by either group, I
dare say that theirs matched ours.
But, I've digressed. My main point, quite aside from the
question of whether these younger men deserve us, is
simply the fact that we need them, if someone is to carry
on with the task of honoring what the 9th has meant in
our great nation's history.
* * *
Added notes: I'm sold out of Remagen and returning
orders with checks and it kills me! Hopefully, one day I'll
find a publisher who will commission an edition of all
three books under a single cover (in which case I would
add the 60th's Maknassy saga) but for now, that's it for
Remagen.
I do have copies of Sedjenane remaining so those who
have missed ordering this masterpiece of the final days in
Tunisia should get cracking.
Research on my current project, a biography of Maj.
Gen. Manton S. Eddy, is underway. I welcome all anec-
dotes about this splendid warrior. Does any reader know
of the current whereabouts of any of the following men
who accompanied General Eddy or XII Corps in August
1944? Even complete names and serial nos. would be very
helpful: Major Davis, Sgt. Bornholdt, Sgt. Dretonsky, Sgt.
Lozano and Sgt. Wooten.
I've had some calls from Vietnam vets of the 9th refer-
ring to a notice appearing in the current YEW Magazine
that membership in our Association was now open to
them. This erroneous notice was the result of some
rather clumsy editing of an article I wrote, that was to
appear under General Westmoreland's by-line, discussing
our declining membership and reaching for WW II vets of
the 9th who had either dropped out or never knew of our
Associations existence. It went on to mention the possi-
bility of a change in our bylaws which was contingent on
our vote in June 1969, at the Pines. The editor has called
to apologize, stating shortage of space and his inability to
satisfy all requests, caused him to shorten and mess up
the piece. My phone has not been ringing off the wall yet,
but enough to indicate that we will get a fair response
from these fellows if we change the rules next summer.
Incidentally, the. eis-a-Ilew 01 ganizatt6ft;-the Mobile
Riverine Force Association, which was partly made up of
Vietnam 9th vets. It is uniquely a joint Army-Navy organi-
zation as was the original force which patrolled the
Mekong and its delta. It has over 2,000 members, has held
several big reunions and publishes a newspaper. One of
its trustees has promised full support in our recruitment
of its members to join our Association as well, if we
change our bylaws.
Also incidentally, there was a very good article in the
last Retired Officers Magazine which reviewed the lagging
enrollment of veterans' organizations in general. There's ~
no doubt, certain sociological changes of our people ask
against the popularity of veterans organizations, particu-
larly as members age. There are notable exceptions
where a few still energetic members have gone into
recruiting with imagination, and the organization itself is
engaged in projects which materially benefit its mem-
bers, such as travel programs, credit cards, group insur-
ance, etc. something other than the usual wine, women
and song. It's something to think about. Are we, as an
organization, doing enough for the members?
Keep your powder dry, fellows!
Red Phillips
14002 Hemlock Dr.
Penn Valley, CA 95946
Paul Callahan (Co I 39th) send this picture taken at
their seventh Mini Reunion held in Lancaster, Pa. last
. Aug. 8th. Shown top row I-r: Charvet, Overton, Chipura,
Radabaugh, Jenkins, and Elkins. Seated Koneski,
Burris, Garvey, and Callahan. Vranesic was not present




Most of the REAL, SINCERE members of our associatIOn
who, for whatever reason, attempted to open our mem-
bership to veterans of later wars, accepted the will of the
MAJORITY, who voted down the attempt so many times.
Members who, from day one worked to organize, if not
the best, most envied, division association in this Great
Nation, surely at least second best. Men who gave so
much of themselves in time, effort, leg work and even
financial help?
THAT ----
Along comes a "JOHNNY come LATELY" who, to my
knowledge, has NEVER done one positive thing FOR the
association (someone please fill me in if I missed some-
thing other than writing for "M" company, 47th which has
been well written), who for the second time in as many
years, after failing miserably the first time, expresses a
desire to play the tail wags dog again! I fail to understand
what merit the nominating committee saw in Red Phillips
who, I repeat, has NEVER done one solitary thing FOR the
association in all the years past. Memorial fund? Maybe,
but what else? To his credit though, he did do a great job
in elevating the blood pressure of many of us, for that I
nominate him for the CMH.
THAT ----
This same ?member? who appears to have researched
diligently for the books he's written (for his own personal
financial gain), has not done iota of research on such a
highly emotional subject deep in the hearts of the
MAJORITY, repeat, MAJORITY of our members. The only
reason Red Phillips gives is in essence, perpetuation. I
ask. How long will this "LIFE SUPPORT" he proposes
going to keep our aging association alive? Who will "per-
petuate" in a few years when the younger vets reach our
state in life? What might become of our assets then that
he is concerned about? I suspect the real reason Red,
who I otherwise sincerely respect, wants to play "tail
wags dog" is #l-EGO, "I'll show'em I can do what no one
else could do." Not ego?, self gratification maybe? I still
maintain - -, eventually, why not now, a natural dignified
trip out of existence.
There will be more thoughts to ponder in the next
issue of the OCTOFOIL ALONG WITH SOME IMPORTANT
INFORMATION on this vital subject.
A tree that never had to fight for sun and sky, air and
light, but stood out in the open plain and always got its
share of rain, never became a forest king, But lived and
died a scrubby thing.
The man who never had to fight to win his share of sun
and sky and air and light, never became a manly man, but
lived and died as he began.
Good timber does not grow in ease - the strong the
wind - the tougher the trees.
Kobert 0'Hrieri _.- Henry R. Santos
Road 9811 N Connechusett
Tampa, FL 33617
TO ALLMEMBERS--OF THE 9TH-INFANTRY-
DIVISION ASSOCIATION
Att~r the cessation of hostilities ending World War 2,
groups of people joined together to form Associations.
These Associations, I believe, had dual goals.
First was to perpetuate for all times those of our com-
rades who served with us and made the ultimate sacri-
fice.
Secondly was to have yearly get-togethers (Reunions)
so that as a group we could eulogize our fallen comrades.
This we have done for the past fifty (50) years.
An offshoot of the second goal was to also schedule
Reunions to last for three (3) or four (4) days, giving
ample time for former comrades to once again greet each
other and reminisce about things shared by small groups
of them.
These get-togethers (Reunions) have always been held
under the guidance of the Association - our case, THE
NINTH INFANTRY DIVISION ASSOCIATION.
SO, NOT ONLY ARE WE REMEMBERING OUR FALLEN
COMRADES BUT ALSO WE ARE PAYING HOMAGE TO
QJlR DIVISION - THE NINTH INFANTRY DIVISION.
Unfortunately, Our Constitution and By-Laws limit
membership in our Association to World War 2 Veterans.
Consequently, our membership has decreased from dou-
ble-digit thousands to single-digit thousands.
It is fitting that we continue to honor our fallen com-
rades and keep alive the image of our Division. There are
two (2) ways to achieve this goal.
Both methods will necessitate amending the Consti-
tution and By-Laws of our Association.
We could admit to our Association anyone who wore
the 9th Division insignia honorably in Vietnam. The aver-
age age pf these Veterans is now 48 - no longer just mere
children.
The second method would allow anyone who honor-
ably wore the 9th Division insignia to become a member
of our Association.
The approval of either method would allow us to con-
tinue to eulogize our fallen comrades and, to me, even
more important to keep alive the Legends of our Beloved
9TH INFANTRY DIVISION.
The choice is yours to vote "YEA" or "NAY" at the 1996
Reunion or write a letter of support or rejection to the




National Board of Governors
Taps Sounded
Call out or names
~s the years go by-
Remember us-
and we will never die
With deep remorse we an-
nounce the passing- of these
friends and comrades.
May they rest in ~ace.
To their loved ones we ex-







M Co. 60th Inf.
Michael Chicvara
M Co. 60th Inf.
Peter Englese
M Co. 60th Inf.
Joseph P. Meyer
Hq. Co. 39th Inf.
John Lewis
C Co. 9th Med Bn.
Ralph State






L & M Co. 47th Inf.
Otto Koch
Bn. Com. 60th Inf.
Kenneth Kohls
M Co. 47th Inf.
Pete Zullo
1st Bn. Hqrs. 39th Inf.
Nino Cecchini
47th Inf. B Co.
Marie Munatore
Widow ofAl - Co. F 47th
Eddie Freund








B Co. 15th Engrs.
William Dwyer
Peter Mastrangelo
B Co. 47th Inf.
Ken Yennie
F Co. 47th Inf.
51st Worcester
Memorial
As we go to press for Aug-
Sept-Oct. issue of the
Octofoil The Memorial in
Worcester for men of the
Ninth will be taking place.
Began in 1945 by our
beloved Chaplain Father Ed
Connors has continued-
since his demise in 1986 by
"Friends of Father Connors."
The crowds might have
thinned out but the spirit is
still there. "Lest we forget."
THE 0 C TO F:O I L
F. COMPANY 47TH INFANTRY
Barbara A. Clark
Acting Chief, Voluntary Services
DEPARTMENT OF VETERAN AFFAIRS
James A. Haley Veterans' Hospital
13000 Broce B. Downs Blvd
Tampa, FL 33612
The Ninth Infantry Div. Assn.
On behalf of the patients and staff at the James A.
Haley Veterans' Hospital, please accept and convey our
sincere appreciation to the Ninth Infantry Division
Association member for their recent donation of $300.00.
This money was deposited in the PT Phone Home/Tele-
phones (GPFA #82).
The monies in this account will go towards installing
telephone instruments at all bedsides. The phones will
allow our patients to make local calls at no charge, and
long distance calls using a credit card or a debit card.
We thank you, again, for your support of this worth-
while project.
LADIES CORNER
I really never know how to start this column, so this
time, I will write you a synopsis of my life and adventures
since my last column; 1) We had a terribly hot and dry
summer up here w/ no rain for almost 40 days; 2) Joe
painted the whole insides of our lovely 80-year-old, seven
rooms w/ 1-1/2 baths home, starting on July 7th and just
finishing the library shelves in our living room this week-
end! With me of course, following him w/ washing win-
dows, blinds (37 windows), curtains, drapes, bedspreads,
closets, etc. 3) Attended our granddaughter Jessica's high
school graduation in Maine (flew up), on a weekend in
early June. 4) We went on a few day trips to Belmont
Race Track, Monmouth Race Track, and an Inland
Waterways trip, then 5 days in Maine and 2 days in New
Hampshire visiting far-away children and grandchildren
in August. 5) Helping a dear cousin terribly sick from
heart failure, bladder cancer, and Alzheimer's disease, till
his death in late August. 6) Making plans for our 50th
anniversary party in November. Then we lost 2 of Joe's
buddies from Company B - Chick Cecchini (my only waltz
partner at the reunions!) and Peter Mastrangelo whom
we saw last at his and Nettie's wedding 47 years ago.
Now, how was your summer? Received mail from Phyllis
Perna - she is feeling much better now. Good! I read that
Wanda Preston recovered from surgery; I'm sorry that I
didn't send a card, but here are my wishes for your con-
tinued good health, and the same for Lorraine Clark. We
can't have you two fine ladies sick on us. We need you.
Please forgive me, Thelma Quinlan and Charlotte
Melanson, for now getting those checks for dues you mis-
takenly sent to me, instead of to Carol Saunders. They
shall be sent off in the AM - I thought I had sent them,
then I discovered them under some papers on my desk.
NOW, I shall end on the most cheerful note - on October
6th, Emma Juliet Taubner, all 9 lbs. 2 oz. of her was born
to son, Bruce and daughter-in-law, Denise. She is just so
beautiful and our 10th grandchild. Just what I always






Our 13th annual reunion was held April 19-20 at the
Holiday Inn in North Myrtle Beach, South Carolina. This
area is renowned as a golf and tennis center and has
more than 20 miles of sandy beaches. It was an ideal
place for our get-to-gether. The weather was warm and
enjoyable as some of us walked on the sandy beach or
enjoyed basking in the warm sun.
Those who drove to the reunion observed the beautiful
countryside blooming with azaleas and dogwood, the
rebirth of life in the springtime.
36 people attended, traveling from 10 different States
with their wives, family and friends: from Florida 6,
Georgia 2, Kentucky 2, North Carolina 4, New Jersey 2,
New York 6, Ohio 1, Pennsylvania 8, Tennessee 4, and
Texas 1. 10 members of "C" Co. attended: Alex Balough
and Lucille, Chalmus and Greta Cochran, Aldor and Vicky
Cook, Charles and Barbara Denton, Fred and Phyllis Dick,
Gus and Marie Fite with daughter Nancy, Joe and Marion
Kash, John and Louise Lewis, John Klooz and Dr. Walter
and Colletta Sperling. 2 from "B" Co. Donald and Cynthia
Hyde and John Laubach. 2 from "A" Co. Tandy and Lois
Frazier and Oliver and Ruth Karns. 4 from Headquarters
Sab and Virginia Agostinelli, Bill and Bertha Carson,
Richard E. Cooley and Joseph and Marion Medea. Joseph
Coppolino of the 60th Regiment and wife Mary attended
as guests of Al and Vicky Cook.
We all spent a wonderful time together and as always it
is a great feeling seeing our buddies, their wives and
friends. A great pleasure and fun is derived renewing
friendships, recalling past experiences, browsing through
picture albums and taking pictures. Dick Cooley arranged
for a VCR and a monitor to view WW II videos starting
with training in the US thru VE Day. Fred Dick showed a
video of the Remagen Bridge. These videos brought back
many memories of our past experiences.
Our annual battalion meeting was called to order by its
founder John Lewis and was immediately followed by the
presentation of the National and Battalion Colors by
Aldor Cook and the pledge of allegiance. After dispensing
with business, Dick Cooley was introduced. He presented
us with promises that we should adhere to, the most
important was "K.l.T." (keep in touch). He stated that we
should all keep in touch with one another and with all
other members of our battalion. John Lewis then called
upon our very capable and eloquent Charles Denton to
conduct our memorial service. He called for a silent
prayer for the deceased members of our battalion and
families as well as for the 4581 KIA in Africa and Europe.
Our recent deceased are from "A" Co. Willie Bobbitt, "B"
Co. John Laubach's wife Josephine, "C" Co. Angelo
Rinchiuso and Dr. Anderson G. Floyd who passed away
April 24th. Our deepest sympathy to their loved ones.
Many thanks to John and Louis·e -Lewis fo~ their 'tim-e
effort and expense for making our annual reunions possi~
ble and successful.
All former Battalion members not on John Lewis's mail-
ing list are asked to send him your name, address and
unit to 211 Midland St., Shelbyville, Tn 37160.
Sab Agostinelli,
9th Med. Bn. Hqrs.
TO "B" 47TH OR
NOTTO"B"
Here is your Non-Veteran
Columnist again - hope you
don't mind? It will be brief.
Sad news first - Nino
Cecchini (Chick) and Peter
Mastrangelo, of the 4th
Platoon, Company B passed
away on July 26th and May
29th. Some of you know
already, so this news is for
the rest of you. Nettie
Mastrangelo wrote "Pete
was a true soldier till the
very end" and Julie Cecchini
told us when we saw her on
September 5th at her son's
home up here in Bergen
County that "Chick fought a
good fight but finally fell
asleep never to wake up."
We will miss Chick at our
reunions and Pete in notes
and cards. They were good
men. Please send your notes
to: Mrs. Nettie Mastrangelo,
2465 Tratman Avenue,
Bronx, NY 10461 and Mrs.
Julie Cecchini, 13529 Isabel
Avenue SW, Port Charlotte,
Florida 33981. They will be
most comforting, as Nettie
wrote to Joe and I, after
receiving notes from several
buddies: "How wonderful I
feel that my Peter was loved
'by his buddies even after so
many years." So - since our
numbers are growing small-
er. come on up to the Con-
cord next June and let's
have a "party!" Joe received
a note from Bernie Callahan
(anybody remember him
from his short stay in B
Company?) and he says
"Honest, I hope to see you in
June!" Also, talked about get-
ting old, no, we really aren't,
are we? Bill Klauz and Orion
Shockley also wrote to us
about Chick and Pete, with a
new address from Shock and
plans to come to the Con-
cord next June. Will close
now with some happy news.
On October 6th, son Bruce
and wife Denise gave us a
beautiful fat (9Ibs. 20z.)
baby girl, Emma Juliet. That
makes 10 Taubner grandchil-
dren and according to our
children, that's all we are
going to get! We are also cel-
ebrating our 50th wedding
anniversary (November 18th
is actual date) with a party
on November 25th. Wish you
all could come, but with our
size family, don't know if
there would be room









Also happy to see Vince's
old friend and his wife were
there. Steve Matijasic from
Youngstown who he was
also in the service with.
Vince was a wonderful
man and will be missed by
many people.
I would still like to receive
the Octofoil. I enjoy reading
it very much.
Even with all the hard-
ships in the war and getting
his leg injured he still liked
to talk about his years in the
service. I guess you could
say he was a good soldier,
and Company Barber. Many
salutes to you Vince.




I wrote to report on the
death of my husband
Vincent Marsh. He passed
away Aug. 5th on his 77th
birthday in the hospital on a
respirator. He had a heart
attack and pneumonia at the
same time. I know my life
will never be the same with-
out him.
What really touched my
heart was his friend Richard
Kress whom he was in the
service with. Richard is in a
nursing home on oxygen. He
told me he was coming to
calling hours. Sure enough
there he was. His son had
brought him and he had his
little oxygen tank. I had tears
in my eyes thinking these 2
old soldiers stuck together
to the end. I just knew
Richard would make it.
Once again it is my sad task to report to you that
another of our brave warriors has passed away. Ken
Yennie died the morning of October 22, 1995, after
surgery. Ken was a highly regarded officer of F Company
who joined us in Sicily after having served with K
Company of the Forty-seventh before attending OCS. He
was an excellent officer, a brave officer whose first
thoughts were for the men of his platoon. He was severe-
ly wounded in France, resulting in years of hospitaliza-
tion. Lucy and I had become friendly with Ken and Olive
in the ensuing years, and we'll miss him dearly. Our
hearts go out to his grieving widow.
Lucy and I also were in attendance at the bier of Marie
Munatore, AI's widow, earlier this month. Marie died
peacefully in her sleep. Al Munatore was one of the very
few riflemen of the Ninth Infantry Division who made the
entire bloody trek from the beaches of Morocco to the
banks of the Elbe River. Marie's daughter, son-in-law, and
grandsons were so proud of AI, and justifiably so. Marie
will be sorely missed by these beautiful people.
It is always a heart-rending task to visit the bereaved
families of our comrades-in-arms. Though we all realize
that death is inevitable, and certainly we have all seen
more than our share in our nearly four score years in this
vale of tears, yet its onslaught leaves us melancholy for
weeks on end.
With the thought that we are all approaching the
inevitable, I hope to see many of you at the Concord in
June, so we can once more share one another's company
in an atmosphere of good cheer. I already have the word
that Paul Giarriaputo, Jack Finnigan, George King, Earl
Wilkey, and Herb Hoepfner will be there. I am sure that
many more of you will be present at our CPo Remember
that the rates are all-inclusive! There are no additional
charges for banquet tickets, extra meals, etc.
Edward Hopkins
110 Hollywood Avenue
Metuchen, New Jersey 08840-2116
New Jersey Chapter
We New Jerseyites will be having a lunch~on meeting
?n N~vember 8, 1995 (the fifty-third anniversary of the
mvaslOn of North Africa), at 12:30 p.m. at the Rutgers
Club, 199 College Avenue, New BrunSWick, NJ. It has been
some time since we have had a meeting in Jersey. This
has been my fault mostly, but I hope to correct this in the
co~ing ye~r. De~pite our many infirmities, many of us
enJoy meetmg with our old fox hole buddies to rehash
old times. We hope to see many of you at the Rutgers




10220 Greentrail Dr. N.
Boynton Beach, Florida
33436
Thank you for the article
in the column "Mail Call." It
is appreciated in memory of
Robert, but it needs an
address correction.' We relo-
cated to Florida when he
retired. The Forestville, MD
address belongs to some-
one. I don't know who.
Received a letter from Maj.
Turner, Arlington Cemetery
who presided at Bob's funer-
al. I am to be interred at a
later date next to Bob in the
Columbarium.
Bob Jr. was made an edi-
tor of the Wall St. Journal
Newespaper. He will be a
Scholastic Editor in Indiana.
Gets to write nasty little
notes and "Reject" on sub-
mitted manuscripts, he will
love it all.
God Bless you all.
Frances Catus, the widow
of Robert Sr. at 47th Inf.
THE OCTOFOIL
Texas & the Greater Southwest Chapter
t k t the Texas-GreaterPete Rice sends a photo a en a
Ch
meeting held in September
Southwestern apters
of this year. :
FJ. LEO
47th Inf. A Co.
1357 No. Periwinkle Circle
Barefoot Bay, Fl. 32976
I am enclosing a check for
my dues and hope this letter
finds you in the best of
health.
I went to the 50th reunion
in Fort Bragg and met two of
my buddies - Leonard
DeBell and Herman Belitz. I
was with Leonard in "A"
Company until we went
overseas. I was transferred
to Service Company in June
1942, and that's where I met
Herman. I was very disap-
pointed that I could not see
any of my other buddies -
from "A" Company and
Service Company.
I would like to hear from
guys like Al Franzini -
Benny Dippolito (the memo-
graph operator), Alfred
Torisi (Barber - he cut Gen.
Eisenhower's hair in
Algeres), Dick Sullivan, Andy
Massero, John Bauman, and
many others.
When I retired I moved to
Florida and have been living
here over 12 years. I love it
here - play golf, bowl, etc.
Take care and God Bless
you and all the guys. I hope
to attend at least one more
. reunion. Went in the Army·
'In. 17, 1941 and was dis-
rged June 23, 1945.
A mid-year meeting of the Texas & The Greater Southwest
Chapter was held September 20th and 21 st, 1995 at the
Tropical Hideaway, Granite Shoals, Texas.
The business meeting was called to order on September
21, by William Norris, the Chapter President. Chaplain
William "Dub" Lynch gave the invocation. Sergeant at Arms
Ken Meyer led the Pledge of Allegiance. Secretary/Treasurer
Dick Granbery read the minutes of the prior meeting in
Galveston and gave a financial report of the Chapter and
Ladies' accounts.
Ken Meyer's letter to the OCTOFOIL regarding opening of
the membership to Vietnam veterans was read to the mem-
bership and approved by voice vote.
Robert H. Alberter, a Chapter member, residing at 26
Fountain of Youth Blvd., St. Augustine, Florida 32084-6415,
has offered to enter on his computer the biographical back-
ground of each member of the Texas & Greater Southwest
Chapter. It would be the responsibility of each member to
provide the information to Bob in a legible format. If you
have any questions, Bob's phone number is (904) 471-0907.
Video of Ken Meyer's trip to the graduation ceremonies at
the Military Academy, West Point, N.Y. as well as World War
II tapes prOVided by Sammie GoodWin, were shown to the
attendees.
Attending the meeting was M/M Bill Scott, M/M Don LeWis,
M/M John Miller, Bill Clements, Harley Brown, M/M Willard
Norris, Roscoe Shields and daughter Judy, M/M Gordon
Schneider, M/M Richard Granbery, Herbert Stern, Ken
Meyer, M/M Sammie GoodWin, Robert Hurst, Phillip
Emmons, Pete Rice, Jr., M/M Charles Newton, M/M Lyle
Leaver, M/M Ray Borthwick, M/M William Lynch, and M/M
Ray Inzer.
There were a number of compliments on the meeting facil-
ities, guest rooms, and the meals provided. We virtually had
the entire facility for our exclusive use.
While a Spring'1996 meeting date and place have not been
established, consideration is being given to Arkansas or
Louisiana. S
Co. K 60th Robert S. Burkey r.
BOB RUCKER 6~9 E. Prairie View Rd
5055 W. Panther Creek Dr. C- -Crowley, TX76036:-2841
1103
The Woodlands, Tex. 77381
The past two years have
left a lot to be desired,
healthwise. We both almost
cashed the chips in at differ-
ent times! However, we have
downsized our activities and
I suspect most everyone else
has, also. The telephone has
become my primary piece of
armament and I use it a lot.
Abe Strom called me from
New York and gave me his
phone number which I
unfortunately lost .. , no
small wonder! Now, I am
again calling him in Israel,
direct dialing is easy and
very reasonable.
I need a copy of EL GUET-
TAR as I failed to get one but
want one to donate to a
library. I would like to buy
one at least. Can use another
copy of all three of Red
Phillips books. Just write me
the price and I will buy them
... "if the price is right?"
I want to give them to a
special military ROTC center
at myoid school, Texas A &
M University.
The Concord sounds great
for June 4-7, 1996 and if my
"spare parts" are in good
shape and the chassis that
carries them around is fairly
sound, I will try and make it.
Transportation may be a
problem on the crutches
but, that's the way it is!
I LLINOIS CHAPTER
NEWSLETTER
We had a wonderful day at I·.···
the Gaertners for a cookout
~nl~~~u~~oi~~~e:~~:;~~ ·
bilt after Gordan and
Howard started the grills, it
warmed up. We enjoyed
good food and even better
company. Among those pre-
sent were the Andersons,
Apels, Ted Curliss, Grays,
Hennemuths, Bill Johnson
and his new wife, Joan,
Paulis, Prestons, Irv Turchek
and the Belmontes. Vera
Carpenter would have joined
us but she had cataract
surgery the day before and
was unable to drive. We are
happy to report that all went
well and she hopes to join
us in Angola in October.
It's that time again for cel-
ebrating Golden Wedding
Anniversaries. Bob and
Georgia Winkelman came to
Illinois in August and were
given a surprise party by
their daughters. Unfor-
tunately, we had another
commitment for that day
and were unable to attend.
The Clarks, Hennemuths and
DV Heller were there to help
them celebrate.
Bill and Peggy Hennemuth
celebrated their 50th in
September with a gala party
including their family,
friends, neighbors and the
members of the Ninth. A
good time was had by all.
Our best wishes to the two
Golden Anniversary couples.
May they enjoy many more
years of health and happi-
ness. We are happy to
report that Irma Koskie was
able to attend the
Hennemuth Party. She is
improving after her last fall
and is now home again with
an assistant.
We are sad to report the
passing of one of our mem-
bers, Eddie (Wendy) Freund
(60th F.A. Bty. "A"). His wife
Virginia reports he passed
away very quietly on July
4th. Our deepest sympathy
to his family.
We will be going to Angola
on October 17th and 18th
for our Mini Reunion with
the Michigan Chapter.
Unfortunately this newslet-
ter is due shortly after the
reunion and we will report
on the outing in the next
issue. This will be our first
reunion during the week
instead of a weekend. We
hope to have a good
turnout.
Our Outstate Reunion in
Madison will be held during
the week next year. It will be
May 8th and 9th. Mark your
calendars. More details next




Oak Park, II. 60304
Co. C 39th Inf.
JOHN PARISI
49 Elm St.
Staten Island, NY 10310
John's health has not been
good so we could not make
this year's reunion, we really
missed not going, maybe
next year. Hope the reunion
was a big success.
Irene & John Parisi
Deadline for next
issue of the, Octofoil
Dec. 20th
ORLANDO MARRIOTT - The Florida Chapter held
their 1995 Fall meeting during the September 28, 29, 30
and October 1st Mini Reunion. President John O'Grady
was the Chairman. Thursday, September 28th was a day
to get acquainted and allowed the members free time to
do as they pleased. For Friday, the group enjoyed refresh-
ment snacks, and esprit-de-corps in the well stocked
Hospitality Room. A good dinner and entertainment at
the Arabian Nights Attraction was the order for Friday
night. The Business Meeting was held on Saturday morn-
ing. Secretary Bill Fleming read the minutes of the previ-
ous meeting followed by Phil Berman's Treasury Report.
The members were happy to see Chaplain Art Schneider
lead them in a prayer in honor of our deceased com-
rades. Art is feeling much better from his illness.
President O'Grady called for nominations for new offi-
cers. Norris Gray made a motion to retain the present
officers in place for another year. The motion was sec-
onded and approved by the members in a voice vote. The
motion was seconded and approved by the members in a
voice vote. At the Saturday Night Banquet Dinner, Ms.
Gillian Grey, a singer impressionist, entertained the
group with her renditions of ballads, Broadway Show
Tunes, current Pop Songs and imitations which summed
up to a sensational night's entertainment.
All credit goes to John O'Grady who single handed
organized, dir.ected and followed through with all of the
details for this Chapter Meeting. Congratulations, John,
for a job well done. The Florida Chapter needs other
members to get involved in these functions. Please
inform our President O'Grady that you will consider
becominll an officer.
F1.0RIDA CHAPTER NEWSLETTER
A WAKE-UP CALL TO ALL F1.0RIDA CHAPTER MEM-
BERS. National President Henry "Red" Phillips has made
it known in the May, June, July 1995 issue of the OCTO-
FOIL that he promises to be a man of action. He proposes
to open up the admission gates to the Viet Nam Veterans
who wore the OCTOFOIL Patch and fought during that
war, into our 9th Infantry Division Association. This
pressing issue has been discussed, argued, and some-
times created some very critical times in our ranks. Now
is the time for reconsideration and evaluation. This
writer is urging every member of the Florida Chapter to
back up "Red" Phillips all the way. You can do your part
by writing a little note to the OCTOFOIL saying "It's
Time." The reasons are obvious ... no need for repetition
... we want our organization to go on living after the last
one of us puts out the light. By including the Viet Nam
veterans into our National Organization, we automatically
will receive new blood into all of our chapters. We need
them more than they need us. This is a "Wake-Up" call for
not only the Florida Chapter Members but also all mem-
bers of the 9th Infantry Division Association. Do it this
time.
President "Red" Phillips has other constructive propos-
als that he will make known throughout his tenure as
president. One of them is to encourage forward looking
members to serve on different committees. Anyone wish-
ing further information or would like to contribute a few
hours of their time to make our organization more viable,
please write to Mr. Henry "Red" Phillips, 1400 Hemlock
Dr., Penn Valley, CA 95948.
President "Red" Phillips is also trying to form a Chapter
for California and its neighboring states. Any 9th Infantry
Division WW II veteran who served with the 9th Infantry
Division between 1941 - 1945 is urged to contact "Red"
Phillips immediately. Regular members can help by send-
ing in names of veterans of the 9th who live on the west
coast and who do not belong to any Chapter.
FL CHAPTER ROSTER CHANGES. Please add the
name of Roy Pritchard" 2022 S. W. 18th Dr., Boyton
Beach, FL 33426 to your Florida Chapter Membership
Roster. Roy served in Co. L 47th Infantry. Roy and his
wife attended the recent Marriott Orlando Florida
Chapter Mini-Reunion.
We received a letter from Mrs. Katherine Difalco stating
that her husband Louis passed away on March 14, 1994.
Louis served in Co A 47th Infantry. He lived at 290 Lychee
Rd., Nakomis, FL 34275. Our condolences go out to the
entire Difalco family.
John O'Grady sent in notices that two other Chapter
members passed away. They are: Peter Zullo, 13118
Shadberry Ln., Hudson, FL 34667. Peter served with Hq.
Co. 1st Bn. 39th Infantry. The other member who recently
passed on is Lester Sparks, 2429 Phipps Ave., Orlando, FL
32818. Lester served with Co. K 39th Infantry. Please up-
date your roster. Again we urge you to send in any news
regarding members who have moved, new members,
deaths, illness, etc. to Emil J. De Donato, 3650 S. W.
Mosswood St., Dunnellon, FL 34431 or phone (904) 489-
4070 after 5:00 p.m.
EAST MEETS WEST AGAIN. On October 4th, Emil and
Audrey De Donato. boarded a plane to Fresno, California
to spend 10 days with Richard and Lillian Manfredi.
Richard joined the 47th Infantry during the Sicilian cam-
paign. He was assigned to the 47th Message Center and
was a part of De Donato's 4 man team. The De Donatos
and the Manfredis have been meeting each other on alter-
nating years for the past 18 years.-
Emil J. De Donato
3650 S. W., Mosswood St.
Dunnellon, Fl. 34431
While going through some old army papers I came
across the name. Arthur M. Ingram and the information
that he entered the served from South Carolina. This is
enough information for my computer phone book, so I
slapped the CD in the MAC and came up with two Arthur
M's in Raleigh, NC.
The first Arthur M's phone was busy, but the second
produced the son of our old 2nd. platoon leader Lt.
Ingram. The son told me how to get i~ touch with ?is
father, which I did, and we had a nIce chat. UnlIke
Sheldon and Martzall, he did remember me. He has spent
his real world time in the bowling business and has a fam-
ily he is quite proud of.
Anyone wishing to contact him, can do so at: Arthur .M.
Ingram, 1517 Iredell Dr., Raleigh, NC 27608-2304 (919) 833-
3901.
C.H. Jordan
1058 West Lakeview Dr.
Baton Rouge, LA, 70810Reunion in New York
1996
Concord Hotel
K Company 47th Inf.
HERR GEORGE
I believe that Bastedo was a Goebble's henchman. He
has a bag full of Nazi propaganda. This time, he sent me a
tiny book containing all the cultural gifts that Hitler had
made to the German people. One of the gifts was
Ordensburg Vogelsang and George thought we may have
passed it on our all expense paid tour of the Rhineland.
He was correct. It was right next to Wollseifen, where
we sojourneyed on the upper Erft Lake. The 60th Int., I
believe, took the place. The reason I remember it was the
night before we took Wollseifen we were sitting on top of
a hill in the vicinity of Einruhr, when the Krauts started
reducing their inventory of V2's. At about 30 minute inter-
vals another rocket would go straight up into the black
sky. - So straight that you thought they would just fall
back, but they didn't. I became curious about the launch-
ing site and perused our map. Ordensbur~Vogelsang
seemed the likely site because of its grandiose layout
with a huge ampitheatre built on the side of a hill around
a stage at the edge of the lake. I don't remember whether
I heard it or made it up, but it sticks in my minds as a
Hitler youth camp. It seems, the lay-out would be ideal
for launching rockets aimed at Belgium. .
Vogelsang means bird song in German, so It would
seem that Ordensburg would be the defining word. My
dictionary says that Ordens means Medal. My best guess
is that it meant Medal Town or Blue Ribbon Camp.
Even though we had some leisure time in Wollseifen I
never got up enough energy to satisfy my curiosity about
the place. This is the town that we were in when Wahoo
dumped the garbage on Regimental Headquarters. Today
it is a Belgium Army Preserve.
BIG RED
For you who were with K in Normandy, here. is a pic-
ture of our old swimming hole near St. MIchel De
Montjoie. A couple of days before we had one hell of a
battle, in what I called the Thicket. I called it the thicket
because that is what it was. Trees, sapplings, and brush
covered rocky ground so completely that it was impossi-
ble to see 3 ft. in any direction. I walked within Sft; of the-
main body of Germans on my way up the hill and never
saw a thing. When I got a radio call to return to the cross-
roads, I found that the radio operator and I were alone. In
any case, a couple of days later, the whole company
returned to this small quarry. It had a small house for our
comfort and a nice cold pool for a bath.
After days of tension, being in a big rock hole with a
swimming pool seemed like being accepted by the coun-
try club. Our whisky ration had come in and Capt. Neeley
and I were sampling the stock. Neeley stayed drunk to
keep from having to get drunk, but it didn't .take Ion? for
me to catch up. His curiosity about a flare kit I had lIber-
ated, turned into a marksmanship contest using a spot on
the side of the quarry.
The flares would hit the wall and fly off in all directions,
many of them into the sky. It wasn't long before Regiment
was on the phone, asking about the impending Germa~
attack. Neeley told them we were in a hole and couldn t
see a thing. We both rolled around in drunken laughter,
imaging the headquarters boys messing their britches
and packing the trucks.
Today the swimming hole is pretty much the same, but
the house has disappeared as they have dug up a quarter
or more of the hillside. The thicket is still a thicket.
LAST ONE IN!
"Red" Thompson says he is at 150 lbs. and holding.
Although he is feeling better, he does not plan to take any
long trips in the near future.
I am sorry, Red, but you have to make 160 before I'll let
you back on the team. What if you had to carry an SCR
560? The damned thing would weigh more than you.
2nd PLATOON, TENSHUN!
Edward W. Hoffman, retired
Port Authority Bus Driver, will
be formally inducted into the
Hall of Valor at Soldiers and
Sailors Memorial Hall at 11 a.m.
on Saturday, April 24, 1993.
M/Sgt. Hoffman received the
Silver Star award for gallantry
in action during operations in
France on June 17, 1944 during
World War II. Friends and veter-
ans are invited.
\V h ileo n arecOn m iss ion.
with fourteen men and four
jeeps, they were spotted by a
German outpost, who radioed
their anti-tank gun positions -
they opened fire! The first jeep
was hit, and men scattered;
then .thl' second jeep was hit.
The fourth jeep hit a mine
attempting to turn around.
Hoffman, a sitting duck in the
third jeep, managed to get
turned around; yelled to the
Major and other men - seven






I haven't received the
Octofoil for a few months. I may
be late with my dues. I am
enclosing a check for the next
year, also for two new decals.
Thank you
Enclosed is a write up I
received in one of our newspa-
pers maybe someone in the
recon will remember, it consist-
ed of 9th Signal, 9th Eng., 9th
Hqrs., Co. 9th Military Police
Co. and 9th Recon Co.'s. If so I
would like to hear from them.
It tOlik 49 years for them to
find out I had the medal's as I
kept it a secret but someone at
our V.F, W. Post found out and
got tlw ball rolling I sure enjoy




47th Inf. Cn. Co.
MERTTAYLOR
37 E. Cunningham Dr.
Palatine, ll. 60067
Enclosed is my check for the
next 3 years. I hope that some-
one from Cannon Company will
be reading the Octofoil. My wife
Marion and I had the opportuni-
ty to visit with another "Raider"
last June in Pennsylvania. Earl
Rigler and I both made the regi-
mental all-star softball team
when we played our games at
Dachau, Germany in September
1945 after the war was over. We
have managed to stay in touch
all these years but never had
the opportunity to get together.
When you're raising a family, it
takes all of your resources just
to keep your head above water.
Now that we are in our golden
years, it's easier to get around.
Earl and I would like to get
together with any other Cannon
Company members next Octo-
ber in Landenberg, Pennsyl-
vania. We have the addresses of
a few "Raiders" but if anyone
would like to join us, drop me a
line. I called Ziggy Maslanka last
summer but he isn't feeling well
and is confined to his home.
Ziggy was our pitcher, Earl the
catcher and I played third on
our Fourth Battalion league
champs. Time has taken its toll
as none of us can throw the ball
from home to second anymore
but we have great memories.
I joined the Ninth just after
Cherbourg and this being the
50th anniversary of the war in
_frCi[lCe, Belgium a.nd Germany,
it sure brought back thoughts of
our departed comrades. May
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Greater New York Chapter
The first fall meeting of the Greater NY Chapte;' wa~
held at our usual command post: the Masonic Hall, 71 W
23rd St. NYC, on Friday, September 15, 1995. Members
met at 7:30 p.m. and greeted each other after the summer
hiatus. Prez Charlie liBretto opened the meeting with our
usual pledge of allegiance to the flag; and convocation by
our resident Chaplain George Apar.
First order of business was reading the minutes of the
previous meeting by Secretary Art Schmidt, followed by
the financial report by Charlie Vandermark. Prez liBretto
read correspondence to the assembled from Adolph
Wadalavage, National President Henry "Red" Phillips and
John Miller. Carrol Connelly (daughter) informed us of
the passing of member Jerome Meyers. We were also
notified of the death of George E. Klinger by Mrs. Klinger.
Our sincerest condolences go the families of these well-
remembered Ninthmen.
We were happy to see Tony DeRobertis back with us,
hale and hearty, after his bout with a broken hip he suf-
fered last spring.
The Reunion Committee of Marty Gross, Al Zenka,
reported on details of the latest Concord reunion plans
and development which appears to be going well.
With regard to publicity and public relations on behalf
of the 9th Inf. Div. Association, yours truly reported that
my videotape, "Return to the Battle of Normandy - June
1994," and photocopies of the artwork used in the video
had been accepted by the curator of the National Infantry
Museum, Fort Benning, GA for the 9th Int. Div. memorabil-
ia display section. I also noted that after reviewing the
video by the curator of the Harbor Defense Museum, I
was invited to give a talk and show the video to members
of the Fort Hamilton Historical Society at Fort Hamilton,
Brooklyn, NY on Sept. 27.
After some closing remarks by the president meeting
was adjourned and we partook of the hospitality table
provided by Charlie Vandermark and AI Zenka. Members
attending, not mentioned above: new member Joe Brody
(medic with the 39th) who was introduced to us by AI
Lipton; also, Anton Dietrich, Jack Holuboff, Bill Klauz, Al
Lubrano, Dan QUinn, Herminio Suarez and Joe
Rzesniowicki.
-_NYChapter members: don't-fm'get-t-e--pay your dues--=--
$10 for 1 year; $25 for 3 years and $75 for Lifetime
Membership. Make checks payable to the Greater NY
Chapter, 9th Inf. Div. Ass'n, and send to Arthur R.
Schmidt: Secretary, Co. B Engineer Combat Bn, 89-12
Doran Avenue, Glendale, NY 11385. Also, don't forget to
send in your donations to our 50-50 Raffle Christmas
Fund Raiser. Happy Holidays! .
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Box 273,228 Waupun St.
Oakfield, Wi. 53065
I've been meaning to write
and tell you how wonderful
it is to receive "The
Octofoil." Lester "L.V."
always enjoyed it and so do
I. It is so nice to keep up
with the 9th Division news.
I do get to attend the
Illinois Chapter meetings in
Madison and thoroughly
enjoy the company of that
wonderful group. Lester and
I always enjoyed their meet-
ings and also' the 9th
Reunions, and perhaps one
day I might get to attend
another.
Two years have passed
since L.V. left us, but we still
miss him. I have given our
son Lester all of his memora-
bilia from the service,




7276 Steward Sharon Rd.
Hubbard, OH. 44425
I have found it so difficult
to annually send in my mem-
bership dues. So" why not
take out the Life Member-
ship. Now I can sit down,
relax and enjoy the paper
without the worry as to
whether I'm paid up or not.
Just received a note advis-
ing me that AI Clark 34th FA
passed away in May. '
All these 50th Anniver-
saries last year and this year
sure does bring back the
memories, both ba,d and
good. And what a special
kinship we have with our
comrades in the 9th. We
must keep in our thoughts
and prayers the living and
the deceased comrades of
the 9th.
SEEKING
I am seeking information
concerning my fathers mili-
tary history. His name was
Norville (Nody) Shock. He
was in the 9th Inf. 9th Div.
39th Reg., Co. L. He served
in Germany from Sept. 1944
and was returned to the US
in June of 1945. He was
wounded on Feb. 27, 1945,
,somewhere near the Rhine.
After returning to the states
he was permanently para-
lyzed from the waist down.
He died in 1962 from compli-
cations. I was 7 years old at
the time. The Army states
that they lost his records.
Any help would be greatly
fappreciated.
Sheila C. Doshen








Dear Fellow Members of the
9th Division.
It is with great sorrow and
sadness I have to report the
passing of my husband June
28th, 1995, fifty years to the
date of his retup! home from
the war. He was proud to
have served with so many
good men and displayed the
AAA-O as his permanent.
license plate on his car - I
would like for this to be pub-
lished in your next issue of
the Octofoil so his friends
will know of his passing.
Thank you.
47th Inf. Co L
RICHARD STOLTZ
5908 Algoma St. ,
Dayton, OH 45415
I never knew this was an
Octofoil 9th Int. Div. associa-
tion until my army buddy
Laverne Riddell told me
about getting in contact with
Willie Muldoon, another
buddy of mine in the War
that I lost contact through
the years. Willie sent me an
Octofoil paper and a nice let-
ter after 50 years of not
hearing from each other. I
am sending you $25.00 to
join the association, which I
would have liked to have
been in long ago if I'd known
about it.
Willie has been keeping up
with the 9th Div. for a long
time and he told me of a lot
of fello~s that have died, got
killed or wounded. I have 2
'Purple Hearts, got shrapnel
in the back and got a bullet
in the neck.
I can not make New
Orleans reunion but plan on
attending the one next year
in N.Y. Maybe I can see




9811 N. Connechusett Rd.
Tampa, Fl. 33617
The enclosed check is in
memory of Peter Zullo who
suffered several years with
kidney failure before he
passed away last June 24.
Peter leaves his wife of
over 50 years who very
much needs support and
consoling from Peter's pals,
and a son Peter Jr.
13118 Shadberry Ln.,
Hudson, FL 34667.
F. Co. 47th Inf.
"RUD" HOFFMAN
1831 Whiskey Hill Rd.
Waterloo, N.V. 131f55
I am enclosing my dues for
1995. I could not make the
reunion this year. My health
is pretty disgusting.
I did manage to represent
the 9th at the local V.E. day
memorial. I don't really like
to go to anything like that
because the people who go
to those doing usually spent
a month overseas or didn't
get there at all.
We talk to Tony Repette's
wife Ted quite often. She is
doing well and I guess
Tony's sons are doing well in
the business that he worked
so hard to establish. I was
always proud to call him my
friend, and I was looking at a
picture taken by a reporter
that night he had the party
at the restaurant for all the
F Company men.
He lived less than a year
after that and I am sure that
was the happiest time he
had in a good many years
because he had been so
sick.
Hope you are feeling well.
L Co. 39th Inf.
ROBERT F. GORDON
Space 558
36505 W. Florida Ave.
Hemet, CA 92545
Hope everyone had a
good time in New Orleans.
Sure wish I could have
attended as it was the 50th
reunion and there probably
was a good turnout.
A big hello to my buddies
from L Co. that I still remem-
ber although I don't write.
Enclosed are my dues for
three more years. I enjoy
reading the HOctofoil" and
wouldn't want to miss it.
G & Serv. Co. 47th Inf.
HARRY G. WALLS
Route 5, Box 5134
Dawsonville, Ga 30534
Enclosed find my check
for 3 years dues. I do not
want to miss a single copy of
The Octofoil. I received a
call from my buddy Bill
Coates this past Christmas.
He now lives in Oklahoma
City. I had not had any con-
tact with him since leaving
Dachau in 1944. Some others
I would like to hear from:
Frank Proper, Aaron
Zacharias and Edward
Plummer. I am still in the
Towing and Recovery
Busines~CllteIA9_years.I
might retire some day.
My regards to all those
who served in "G" and
Service Company, 47th
Infantry.
A.T. Co. 47th Inf.
CHARLES BODNAR
187 New York Ave.
Bergenfield, N.J. 07621
I'm in the class of delin-
quency when it comes to
paying my dues, I feel as if
I'm returning to camp after
being A.W.O.L. I just hope
I'm not court martialed and
sentenced to miss any
issues.
Receiving the Octofoil is
like the bugle blOWing revile
in the morning, and saying
hello to fading or lost bud-
dies. I anxiously scan the
pages for a familiar name or
a related incident while serv-
ing with the Ninth Division.
Our tie to the past is kept
in existence by the strongest
link we have, the people like
you who keep our publica-
tion alive. Please accept my
membership for three years.
I wish to say hello to
everyone in A.T. Co. 47th Int.
I'm soon going to be 79
years old, but still hope to
make the next century
before I get my discharge
after the last roll call.




How time flies since Ft.
Bragg, N.C. Jan. '42. I'm still
going with the time an? the
Octofoil, so its time agam for
renewal, another 3 years. I







Enclosed is my check for
three years and use the bal-
ance towards the memorial
fund, in memory of all our
departed friends.
We haven't attended the
last four reunions and sure
miss them.
I miss the reading about
the people that I have
known, in the service and
after.
A few that I recognize are:
Capt. J.D. O'Rourke - our Co.
- A good one. Sarg ? Stafford
- SP forward echelon. Sarg.
Art Bursehe - SP rear eche-
lon. Great Guys.
I used to know a lot of peo-
ple in Div. Hq. both forward
and rear echelons as I was
their barber. People such as
Gen. Eddy, Gen Stroh, Lieut.
Col Westmorland, Lindsey
Nelson, were my captive
customers. Then someone
got me an assistant in
Winchester (Art Musto)
from Altoona, Pa.
The men and officers were
very good to me. In closing
our best wishes to all.
60th Inf. F. Co.
REID BENNETT
Rt. 4 Box 17
Gretna, VA. 24557
You are doing a great job.
Thank you. I am Reid A.
Bennett and was with Co. F.
60th. from beginning of
France to the East of the
Rhine, 2 Purple Hearts. No
regrets. This man with all
these medals, Matt Urban. I
think I knew him.
Thanks very much.
2nd Pit. A Co. 746th
H. J. MORRIS JONES
Rt. 5 Box 108
Lexington, VA 24450
I believe I am behind in
paying dues. If my informa-
tion is correct, theendQ£ed
check will pay dues for '94,
'95, '96.
I was the platoon leader of
the 2nd Platoon, Co. A, 746th
Tank Bn and my platoon was
attached to the 2nd Bn 47th
Int. from mid-July '44 for the
rest of the war. However, my
leadership ended 27 Nov. '44
when I was captured by the
Germans near Frenzerkeng
Castle. In the going to the
rear process, I ran into Capt.
Manuel and Lt. Kent also
from 2nd Bn. 47th.
P.S. The army made me go
by my first name so, in the
army, I was Hugh J.M. Jones.




Enclosed please find dues
for 3 years. John, is unable
to walk right now as he has
emphysema and asthma. His
eye sight is not too good as
he has cataracts. He does
enjoy my reading him the
Octofoil. He is now 76 years
old.
Anyone wishing to write to
him, he would welcome






Enclosed is dues for three
years. Just returned from
the New Orleans Convention
- had a great time and am
looking forward to the
"Concord" next year! Till
there, keep up the good
work.




Please renew my member-
ship in the Association for
an additional 3 years. I
would be pleased if you
would apply the balance to
the Memorial Fund, giving
special recognition to 3 of
my special Buddies of Co. B,
9th Medical Bn., who were
outstanding overseas in
W.W. II and have passed on.
They are: Clinton "Whitey"
Vaughn and Comer "Pappy"
Benton, both from Alabama,
and Anthony "Tony"
Cannariato from my area of
Eastern Penna.
Recently I enjoyed a most
interesting phone conversa-
tion with former Lt. Leonard
Morris of Maplewood, N.J.
He and his wife are retired
teachers, just as I am, and
love to travel. What a sur-
prise - after 50 yrs.!
I'd love to hear from any
other Co. B men.
God Bless you and yours!
60th luf.
HAROLD W. SMITH
12105 Ambassador Dr. #228
Colorado Springs, Co. 80921
Please adjust your records
to reflect my new address:
12105 Ambassador Dr. Apt.
228, Colorado Springs, Co.
80921.
Dorothy and I moved into
this retirement residence,
called Liberty Heights, last
month and like it very much.
It is about three miles, as t~e
crow flies, east of the Au
Force Academy, althoug~
getting acrosS 1-25 makes It
about ten.
The physical limits
imposed by Parkinson's plus
my advancing age forced o~r
decision. But we can stIll
enjoy the slots at Cripple
Creek and Las Vegas. .
Sorry we will have ~o mISS
the New Orleans reumon.
All best regards to you
and Marie.




It is my sad duty to report
the death of Charles A. "AI"
Gerard, who was with the
Anti-Tank Company of the
47th, his address was 971
Hastings Dr, Concord, CA
94518. I last saw Al at a
reunion in Orlando some
years back. We had corre-
sponded for several years.
His daughter called a few
weeks back, said that Al had
died, she wanted to know
who in the association
should be notified and I gave
her your name and address.
So you probably have the
above information.
We are all getting older,
our ranks are thinning, have
noticed that very few things
can be bought for a dollar
anymore. Complained to my
brother that the lawn mower
was pushing harder and
harder, even though I oiled
the wheels every week. He
said "You know what the
problem is - you just can't
get good oil anymore." So I
hired a neighbor kid to mow.




I have just read a book
titled "UNCERTAIN SEA-
SONS" written by Elizabeth
Shelter Morgan, niece of Bill
Shelter who was with the 1st
BN 60 from the USA to
France until he was killed in
Aug. 1944.
The book is based on actu-
al letters written home to
Vancouver relatives about
his service in the army. His
letters are very descriptive
of the war and will bring,
back memories to all of us.
With Bills letters the
author has intermingled her
childhood memories at
home about the war to end
all wars?
The book can be pur-
chased at any book store. It
was published by the






I checked the Philly-
Delaware Valley Chapter.
Our mutual friend Ralph
Palermo from McKegs
Rocks, Pa. spoke to me
about the outfit. We were
both in the 47th Infantry. He
has 8' Battle Stars, I only
have 2, but I was proud to





60th Inf. E. Co.
JERRY COHEN
4800 Chicago Beach Dr.
#1607 S
Chicago, II 60615
Are there any members
out there who recall the
60th Infantry school called
"Nutmeg Prep"? Nutmeg
being our code name during
the war. This school was
founded by Lt. Mort.
Stussman, who also wrote
the 60th History. It was
located in the town of
Ingolstadt, it was a German
Ordinance Plant. Some years
ago I was back in Ingolstadt
and found a VW factory now
turning oU!"~!:!K~~ in tl:l~ ~
-plant that -was home to the
school for some time after
the end of the war. Over the
years I have lost contact
with Mort Stussman (I was
his acting 1st Sgt.) and
would enjoy hearing from
him if he is still among us.
Some other names I recall
either from the school or
from combat days are
Beekman Budd, Wm. Ponto,
Dick Jensen and Tony
Dombrowski. I would enjoy
hearing from anyone out
there from combat days or
from the "Nutmeg Prep." I
was in "Easy Co." from late
February thru the end of the
war and then went on OS to
the school in Ingolstadt,
where I remained until
March 1946.
Many thanks for your
devotion to duty above and
beyond" in maintaining the
Association.
C Co 9th Med. Bn.
MRS. JOHN ROBINSON
420 Sand Creek Rd.
Apt. 202
Albany, N.V. 12205
I am enclosing a check for
the Memorial· Fund in memo-
ry of john Lewis from
ShelbYVille, Tennessee.
Although he suffered from ill
health himself, he was tire-
less in planning reunions for
the members of C Company,
9th Medical Battalion each
spring, and would scout out
new places When the mem-
bers tired of the old ones.
Since his retirement, he
would take side trips to look
up old comrades wheri on
vacation; or make a tele-
phone call to renew acquain-
tances. When my husband,
Jack went to the Fort 'Bragg,
N.C. reunion he took him in
his car to the s~rvices
because of my husband's
weakness, as well as to pro-
tect him from the rain. Jack
died a short time later, but
this is but one example of




Sister of George Morgan
221 Rush Creek Rd.
Heath, TX 75087
Many thanks for letting me
be a proud honorary mem-
ber of your Ninth Infantry
Division and for sending me
the "Octofoil" all these
years.
During World War II, I was
a volunteer for the U.S.O.
Red Cross Motor Corp. and
Halloran Hospital in Staten
Island, N.Y. and always
looked for a soldier with the
9th insignia.
I wish I could attend the
big reunion in New Orleans
this weekend and as my
brother loved his,Div. and
always wanted me to take
his place. However, I'll be
flying to Malta to attend a lit-
tle family reunion there.
Congratulations to you
and all our brave soldiers
who fought so nobly to liber-
ate Europe. '
Enclosed is a little check
in memory of my brother
George A. Morgan and dear
friend Edward Egan.
With warm wishes to you
both and God bless you.




The reunion in New
Orleans was great! There
was a good representation
from B Co. 15th Eng. as well
as the rest of the battalion.
We did miss some of the
gang from the last reunion
and hope to see them at the
Concord ,n N.Y. Catskills in






I am lousy writing so here
goes $75.00 for life - that's
the only route to go.
As far as the 9th Div.
Vietnam Vet to join our
Association is a waste - too
late. I don't think they are
interested. I am a life mem-
ber in that organization and
proud of it. So much for the
above.
I am still with the Bay
Pines Veterans Affairs
Medical Center. As I am
proud to serve our veterans.
I see many 9th men from
time to time. It would be
nice if a donation is given to
this hospital, it's one of the
best. Our former director is
an assistant to the Secretary
of Veterans Affairs, a great
veteran of the Vietnam War.
Regards to you and my






Rehoboth Beach, DE 19971
To any of you who are still
around I haven't written in
quite a while. After a few
trips to the hospital, I seem
to be holding '11y own br a
while.
I enjoy every day that I am
able to get out to both the
V.F.W. and Legion. These are
the only places where we
can talk with our peers.
Enjoy what you have left.
Am enlcosing a letter from
Germany. If any of you can
remember this, we would
appreciate hearing from
you.
I think that I can imagine
what it was like.




Here are my dues for three
more years. I enjoy reading
the Octofoil.
Enclosed you will find let-
ter I received on Feb. '95
from Wolfgang Nitsch.
I thought you might run a
copy in the Octofoil to see if
anyone remembers.
At the time (April 14, '45) I
was on my way home after
being wounded Jan. 30, '45.
Keep the paper coming. As
I like to read it and look for
someone in my company.
15 Engrs. A Co.
CLEMENS PRZYBYLSKI
1512 N. 42 Terr.
St. Joseph, MO. 64506
Enclosed find check for 3
yr. membership. I'm sorry I
am late. I lost my wife Cecilia
to cancer who was a picture
of health all her life. We
were married for 50 yrs. I'll
miss her very much. This
happened May 30, 1995. She
also. loved the Octofoil







Just a note to advise you
that my husband, Alexander
R. Clark, 9th Div., 34 F.A.,
passed away 5/13/95.
He was a faithful,. loyal
member of the New England
Chapter. We attended
almost every reunion in
Worcester. The only nation-
al we made was Ft. Bragg
some years ago.
My regards to you & Mrs.
Quinn.




Just a short note to say
hello and hope you are
doing OK. You are doing and
have always done a great job
with the Octofoil and the
Division Association. We all
appreciate it very much.
Enclosed is my check for
dues for the next three
years.
I want to say hello to all
my "M" Co. buddies and
wish them all well.




. In regards to the column
published in the March-April
issue of Octofoil. It listed my
address as 3920 Elm Avenue.
This is not my address.
Please arrange to correct
this to read 3009 Elm
Avenue. I would appreciate a
correction in the next issue







Today I received the
Octofoil at my new address.
When I turned to the page
on Mail Call; I was surprised
to find my former address,
under the name of Mrs.
Robert Page Catus.
EVidently, her letter and
mine got "crossed" some-
how.
My letter was merely a
notification of change of
address - hot too impor-
tant, but the letter from Mrs.
Catus does hold more
important information. Als,o,
it leaves the impression that
she has moved to
Forestville, Md. No doubt
she is left with the feeling
that she deserves an apolo-
gy, and a correction in the
form of reprint.
Forgive me for calling this
error to your attention. And
thanks for continuing the
mailing to the present
address of 12119 Stirrup Rd.,
Reston. Va. 22091.
Co K 60th Int. 47th Inf. M CO.
CHARLES W. FISHER . BILL KOWALCZYK
River Road
W. Arlington, Vt. 05250 30 Marlborough St.
In answer to J.D. Chicopee, MA. 01020
O'Rourke's letter in the most The following poem by
recent issue of The Octofoil, Esther Mary Walker may be
I'm afraid I can't claim even appropriate to some of us at
part ownership of the this late stage of the game.
Casablanca song to which Blessed are they who
he refers. While Colonel understand
deRohan had assigned me My faltering step and
I d t k up shaking handon specia uty 0 w~r Blessed are they who'some soldier shows III the
Cork Forest outside Port know that my ears today
h Must strain to catch theLyautey, it was t e t~o
Harolds, Lieutenants SmIth things they say
Blessed are they whoand Willougby, who came up
with the lyrics for the song seem to know
which proved to be such a That my eyes are dim and
hit when we didn't have my wits are slow
much in the way of enter- Blessed are they who look
tainment. I don't recall, how- away
ever that Morris McLemore When coffee spilled at the
had ~ part in the song's ere- table today
ation, although being the Blessed are they with a
writer that he was, he may cheery smile
very well have. Incidentally" Who stop to chat for a
it was "The Uppa Trio," little while
made up of Willougby, Lt. Blessed are they who
Roger Schaeffer (I believe I never say
Company and who played a You've told me that story
mean occarino) and yours twice today
truly who introduced the Blessed are they who
song in the first show. know the ways
Anyway, here are the full To bring back memories of
lyrics, as I recall them: yesterdays
"Gh the cigarettes are ranker Blessed are they who
Down in old Casablanca, make it known
But the women are ooh, la la! That I'm loved, respected
Ihe coffee Isn't Sanka '---'a"'I"r71d+-n-I1nort~atrlO'ITIl1'le'-----------
Down in old Casablanca, Blessed are they who
But the women are ooh, la la! know I'm at a loss
To find the strength toUp in Port Lyautey
They give it away carry the cross
And the sultan's got it all Blessed are they who ease
In old Rabat. the days
So. give me Hfty franca On my journey Home in
Down in old Casablanca loving ways.
Where the women are ooh, la la.!" A-T 47th Inf.
MRS. OLIVER H. CARTER
12119 Stirrup Rd.
Reston, VA. 22091
Just want to drop a note
to let you know how much I
appreciate having received
the Octofoil these past few
years, and to give you my
new address.
My best wishes to you and
Marie you both deserve a
medal for the wonderful
work, past done, {>resent,
and future. May God Bless
you and keep you well.
r'IIDi1W~·fA-O-[L-~-fA[L-lL------~Btry-B34thFA-Bn r ~ ~
rA' rA' Ser Co. 47th Inf. SHELDON B. STODDARD t ~ ~
• • E.D. WISNIEWSKI 122 Meadow Rd. .~ m
7576 Gratial Rd. Portsmouth, NH 03801 I ;. C
Columbus, MI 48063 Best regards and greetings 1 ~ n
Just a short note to con- to all old buddies from the s c: -4
firm that I will be unable to DOth rs I- c:9th Int. iv. ver e yea .;. 0
attend Convention. I had a Leon Bireim has kept the for- " • .."
total knee joint replacement mer 34th FA members well ~ So 0
complete with a medical informed through his yearly e ~
reaction which put me back information booklet. We all I ~ ,....
again in the hospital. I had appreciate his great untiring ~
the work done on 20th of work to keep the 34th FA 0
April slowly recovering and alIve and kicking. Enclosed I i "C
hope the worst is behind picture is from a Germany r 7' i
me. travel booklet published in t tt'
Dan I have a special favor 1980. What a beautiful I It
to ask of you, could I get restoration of Merode f
another copy of the Octofoil Castle. Also a clipping of Z
the one before the present Matt Urbans funeral from ~
March-April issue. local paper.
I enjoyed the letters about
our Padre DeLausa. I have a
couple of great stories plus
pictures I can contribute to
that wonderful man of God.
I am all for alternate dele-
gates to the board. Look
what happened in Lake
Placid.
Got to the funeral for Matt
John Bonkowski rode along
with us there were at least 5
Ninth members there.
We had to cancel our
Memorial services at Lenord
DeBells Grave. Mrs. DeBell
was in Florida - no way to
contact her so we decided
to have it in the fall.
I guess this will be all for
this time, so until later
Yours in comradeship.
39th Inf. Hq. & A Co.
WILBUR V. HOVEY
